Dry adsorbed emulsion: 2. Dissolution behaviour of an intricate formulation.
The behaviour of a pharmaceutical form, called dry adsorbed emulsion (DAE), containing a sparingly soluble drug (i.e. theophylline) was studied for dissolution drug release kinetic, in relation with DAE structure characterisation. In vitro dissolution testings were performed under different experimental conditions (medium at pH 1.2 and 7.4, medium with or without surfactant addition, different particle sizes, discrete or densified particles). Discrete DAE particles showed an extended release, in comparison with the native drug powder, depending on both drug solubility in the medium and particle size. The relevance of dissolution data was not improved by surfactant addition (0.1% sodium lauryl sulfate: SLS). After an initial release due to theophylline of the DAE superficial layer, the dissolution followed the Higuchi model. This suggested that DAE behaved as an inert matrix, which controlled drug release by diffusion through the hydrophobic part of the DAE. Densified DAE particles showed a slower dissolution rate than discrete DAE particles, because of their weak wettability and their poor disintegrant properties due to the particulate rearrangement under pressure. Lastly in a technological point of view, DAE could be considered as a potential drug delivery system in capsules or tablets to better control bioavailability of drugs.